Character Education
Children are born ready,
able and eager to learn.
They actively reach out to
interact with other people
and the world around them.
Development is not an
automatic process,
however, it depends on
each unique child having
opportunities to interact in
positive relationships and
enabling environments.
Together with my teachers I
will be able to learn and
explore the best way for me
to learn. Watch me grow.

Understanding the
World
I am learning about different
cultures and how they
celebrate.
I am developing my skills to
talk about past and present
events in my life.
So many things to share
and explore such fun!

Being imaginative

Physical Education

Create simple
representations of events,
people and objects.

Fine Motor
I will be trying my best with
the tricky fingers
challenges, this will help me
with my writing.

Technology
In computing I will be
learning to use computers
both inside and outside of
school. Also I am learning
to use a program to create a
picture.

Term 2

Gross Motor
I am learning to explore
physical activities linked to
topic, e.g.: painting, mark
making, play dough,
construction. I will be
strengthening these skills
on a larger scale whilst
having fun during Forest
School

Literacy
Maths
I am learning to use number
names to ten in a familiar
context. Count reliably to 10
and beyond. Also find one
more/less than a number up
to 10.
I am learning to investigate
and describe shapes in our
environment.
Having these skills will
make me grow as a
mathematician. It is great
fun sharing our learning
with our teachers.

Fantastic
Festivals
Personal, Social,
Emotional
development
I am continuing to
strengthen my skills in
taking turns and sharing
with my class friends.
I am learning to develop my
knowledge of how to keep
safe and happy while at
school, by learning and
following our golden rules.
These skills help me during
my school day. It also helps
us all to be happy learners.

Communication &
Language
Exploring media &
materials.
I am learning to perform new
songs linked with our
Nativity performance.
As our topic is festivals and
celebrations we will be
looking at art in others
cultures.

During our topic we will have
the opportunity to share our
own experiences of the
different celebrations we
experience across our
cultures. Also I will have
ample opportunity to talk
about our time at home
during the holidays.
These opportunities will help
me to listen and respond to
ideas expressed by others,
taking turns in conversations
and asking questions.

I am learning to use my
phonic knowledge to write
CVC words and form our
names
I am using my phonic
knowledge to develop my
reading by recognising
phonemes and decode
simple CVC words. Also to
talk about what we have
read.
I am learning to share and
understand about nonfiction books and texts.
Having these skills will
strengthen my independent
reading and writing.

